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In our last look at the state of Illinois, we focused on the

check-cashing side of the coin. In this issue, we explore the flip

side; the world of small dollar loans in “The Land of Lincoln.”

While the Community Currency

Exchange Association (CCEA) is taking

advantage of relative quiet to embark 

on their image-changing initiative, the

atmosphere on the short-term lending 

side of the equation is hardly calm. 

To help us understand the situation, 

we turned to FiSCA Board Member Bob

Wolfberg, Co-President of Chicago-based

PLS which operates in nine states. Bob is

also President of the Illinois Small Loan

Association (ISLA), the association repre-

senting Illinois-based owners and operators

who make small dollar loans (as opposed

to national chains headquartered outside Illinois). Wolfberg has

held that office since 1997. 

In Illinois, currency exchanges (as check cashers are known in

this state) are no longer allowed to offer loans. These must be

obtained at separately licensed and regulated locations. “Up until

three or four years ago, currency exchanges were able to offer pay-

day loans,” says Wolfberg.  

What happened? The passage of the Payday Loan Reform Act

(PRLA). This stringent regulation allows for highly structured loans

over 36% APR and under 120 days in length. Any lender with a

PRLA license can make them, but, controversially, currency

exchanges are refused these licenses.  

Ironically, the PRLA loans, which were conceptualized and sup-

ported by certain large national payday loan chains, that enlisted

the support of consumer groups and legislators, have since been

all but abandoned by consumers and lenders – except when still

offered merely for public relations purposes. Most lenders now

offer consumer installment loans (CILA). Consumers have considered

both options and made a choice – with their pocketbooks. As

Wolfberg relates, “Despite the fact that both PRLA loans and CILA

loans are offered, and that consumer groups and the government

try to push people towards the PRLA loans, the vast majority of

small dollar loans taken by Illinois consumers are CILA loans.

That’s because consumers find the PRLA loans intrusive and limiting.

All their personal information goes into a government outsourced

database, and there are limits on how much, and when one can

borrow, and on the length of the loan. Consumers pay the price 

for the unintended consequences of these restrictions,” Wolfberg

continued. “Because consumer options when taking PLRA loans

are limited, they sometimes choose to borrow a larger amount than

they need, just in case another emergency pops up before payday.

That is detrimental to the consumer and certainly not a practice 

to encourage.”

Unfortunately, there seems to be continued highly fractured 

divisions as to the future regulatory structure of the industry in

Illinois. There are legislative battles every year. Most recently,

those same large national chains that lobbied for the PLRA,

recruited traditional installment lenders and consumer groups in

an effort to force all short-term lenders to offer only PLRA loans.

ISLA lobbied against these efforts successfully and both the

Illinois House Financial Institutions committee and the Executive

Committee rejected the legislation. Additionally, the bill proved to

be highly discriminatory because the database that supports PRLA

loans works off of a consumer’s social security number, making

access to short-term credit impossible for resident aliens. That

posed a big problem for the state’s Hispanic caucus.  

Wolfberg asserts, “Illinois is truly unique because traditionally,

the primary battle here has not been between industry and out-

siders – it has been within the industry itself.” He remains opti-

mistic, however. “Representative Lou Lang, a highly respected

leader in the General Assembly, has agreed to mediate this matter

in order to find a solution that allows consumers continued access

to short-term lending choices. That is an important step for

Illinois.” ■
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